Directions: Complete the Venn diagram below to compare and contrast the “Song of Marion’s Men” and The Letter from General Greene to General Marion. Be sure to include what each tells us about Francis Marion, what each tells us about Marion’s militia, the conditions in which they had to fight, and which a primary source and which is a secondary source.

**Secondary Source**
- Marion fought at midnight and was powerful.
- The militia slept in the swamps.
- The militia were true and tried.

**Primary Source**
- The letter tells us about Marion.
- The militia are deserting because there is no great support.
- The conditions were that they were disagreeably.

**“Song of Marion’s Men”**
- They both tell us about the militia.
- The militia were low on provisions.
- They slept in swamps.
- They really needed Marion.

**General Greene’s Letter to General Marion**